
of feathered foules,
there breeds the cheef of all,

A mighty foule, a goodlie birde,
whom men do Eagle call.

This builde her neast in highest toppe
of all the Oken tree,

Or in the craftiest place, whereof 
in Irelande many bee:

Not in the bounds of Englishe pale,
whiche is a civill place,

But in the Devills Arse, a Peake
where Rebells most imbrace

from John Derricke, The Image of Irelande (1581) 1
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Eagle Ridge
April 17

I approached Drumilra from the north, in an area of wild, 
open country with some forestry plantations. One of 

these, on the southern slope of Buckoogh (pronounced 
‘buck-a’), is like the profile silhouette of Wolfe Tone, the 
leader of the 1798 rebellion. I parked near a gate overlooking 
Beltra Lough and set out along a moorland track towards 
Derrinumera and Drumilra. One of the rare western Irish 
heathers, Erica mediterranea, was still in flower on the bog at 
the end of its winter season, while the new growth on willows 
along the plantation edges were yellow-green sponge dabs of 
brightness. A song thrush was singing.

As I walked, a flock of sheep moved ahead of me along 
the track – they are the walker’s constant companions in the 
bogs and mountains of the west, and during my searches even 
the most remote corries continually echoed to the sounds of 
bleating sheep. I also noticed a flock of feral goats browsing 
among the willows on cutaway bog: these animals make 
distinctive marks by eating the bark of willows and their traces 
were everywhere on the trees lining the plantation margins.

A right-hand track took me towards the old landfill at 
Derrinumera, which was once so teeming with gulls and 
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crows that a falconer was employed to scare the birds off and 
destroy the pastime of the birders who used to come here 
looking for rare gulls. Nowadays, the rubbish is shaped into a 
grassy plateau with various pipes and outlets for methane, and 
a pond for leachate. Thirteen ravens occupied the site when 
I arrived: Eagle Ridge had been upstaged by Raven Plateau.

The path to Eagle Ridge led through another gate along 
the plantation. The stony track faded away to a sheep trail, in 
places saturated and full of sphagnum. On some of the drier 
stretches, ling heather (Calluna vulgaris), black bog rush and 
dwarf willow had gained a foothold. A second gate on the left 
took me into a firebreak in the plantation. A strong breeze 
picked up and washed my face as the track rose and faced 
south-west. A digger worked somewhere in the distance.

When I emerged onto the top of Eagle Ridge, I saw the 
concrete trig point 200 metres away on the horizon. The 
drumlins between Newport and Westport were spread out to 
the south, a landscape of shallow green hills, like a voluptuous 
body asleep. These drumlins continued into Clew Bay, where 
the sea has flooded the hollows between them, creating many 
small islands of a ‘drowned drumlin’ complex; according to 
tradition, there is one of these islands for every day of the year.

This was the view I savoured, without going any farther. A 
barbed-wire fence separated me from the last section of the 
ridge, where the noise of a working Hymac prevailed. I am 
shy in such situations, and the sight of a stranger approaching 
across such an unfrequented horizon would have raised 
suspicions. Over thirty years ago, during a trip to the Isle of 
Skye, a friend and I traipsed up a hill to a similar trig point 
and found golden eagle feathers left by a preening bird.
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I listened to birds singing in the plantation on either side of 
the firebreak as I sat in the heather eating figs and chocolate: 
robin, chaffinch, willow warbler, blackbird and wren. They 
sounded the same as the species in my garden, although the 
location was so different. Along with these, I had the ghosts 
of eagles past, soaring on the updraughts off that hill in 
days before any of it was forested, and Eagle Ridge gave the 
eagle eye a commanding prospect of wild countryside and 
mountain, from the proud mass of Nephin in the east, to the 
pyramid of Croagh Patrick in the west.

The view to the north looks over Beltra Lough to the Nephin 
Beg chain of mountains including Nephin, Birreencorragh 
and Buckoogh. On that first day, my eye was drawn to the 
scree falls under Birreencorragh, and I decided to continue 
my exploration there. Then I sent a text to my wife, ‘On my 
way back from Eagle Ridge.’ ‘OK, cowboy,’ was her reply.

Mount Eagle 
April 25

I walked into the glen between Buckoogh and Birreencorragh, 
along the Skerdagh river, to check approaches and access to 
the latter mountain, just a fathom short of 700 metres high. 
Like most glens in the Nephin Beg range, this is forestry 
ground, alternating with blanket bog and sheep country. In 
late April, young birch plantings were a delicate, pale green, 
the colour of spring. These occasional stands of broadleaves 
among the regimented lines of conifers have tempted migrant 
warblers into these areas: blackcaps and grasshopper warblers 
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were singing in the younger plantings. 
At one point along this track, where spruce trees cast long 

shadows, I came face to face with an abandoned house and 
the dark, empty sockets of its door and window openings. The 
rendered walls said that this house was lived in up to the mid-
twentieth century; there was no sign of an electricity cable, 
so the people here kept their winter vigil by candlelight and 
lamplight. Ruins like this, monuments to the decline of hill 
communities, always obtrude against the walker’s nature love. 
I passed on, and discovered a flooded section of track more 
to my liking: a small stream running across the surface with 
a series of shallow pools full of tadpoles and pond skaters – 
Yeats’s ‘long-legged flies’, ripe for insight.

The forestry track did not end at the house, as the map 
suggested, but carried on to the ford, and so joined the trail 
that ringed Buckoogh to the west. This was a detail that I 
would save for another day.The riverbank around the ford was 
rich with signs of otters: little runs and tracks along the grassy 
bank, punctuated by dark spraint.

After a couple of hours, pottering around like this, savouring 
the time of year, and checking the ascent of Birreencorragh, 
I got back to the car and discovered from the map that the 
peak at the top of the glen, directly in line with my walk, was 
Mount Eagle. I had noticed the name many times before on 
the OS map, but had forgotten about it as I was thinking 
about Birreencorragh.

As I approach my house, coming from Westport, Mount 
Eagle is one of a number of summits in the Nephin Beg range 
that line up ahead of me. When I turn off the main Westport–
Castlebar road to take the road to Fahy, I see the 808-metre 
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peak of Nephin, to the east of the range. After a couple of 
kilometres, a subtle swing in the road brings Buckoogh into 
line, and a little farther on, I have Birreencorragh on the 
horizon. This peak is set in a cluster of supporting ridges: 
Mount Eagle forms the shoulder of one of these on the 
western side, its peak like a decorated epaulette. 

This shifting, reassembling range of mountains is a lesson 
in perspective; as many experienced walkers know, mountains 
have a habit of hiding behind others, of fading away under 
ridges, only to reveal themselves in a few moments to the 
walker, presenting facets and angles that were never apparent 
before, and which no map can ever capture. Their bulk and 
permanence belies the ability of mountains to shift or sink, 
to fade away and be rediscovered in new light and vastness. 
Sometimes this is an effect of light and atmosphere; at other 
times it is we ourselves, constantly moving, forgetting as 
well as looking, who are responsible for the versatility of the 
horizon. And so, that day, as I looked down at otter spraint 
and pond skaters in that valley, the colossus of Mount Eagle 
loomed to the south without my noticing.

Birreencorragh 
April 27

Following the route I had established two days earlier, I 
started the climb from the south, at Skerdagh, and walked up 
a long, gradual spur towards a first eminence at 340 metres. 
Beltra Lough gradually came into view above the conifers, 
and the Reek had a wisp of cloud, like stray, uncombed locks. 
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The drumlin islands of Clew Bay were spread all over the 
south-west.

By 8.30 a.m., I had reached a fence at about 300 metres 
and saw that the ground beyond it was heavily grazed by 
sheep, a legacy of the farming free-for-all in these uplands. 
The western Irish uplands are associated in most people’s 
minds with wildness, but they are in fact heavily marked 
by overgrazing; it does not take a botanist’s eye to notice 
that the ground vegetation has been transformed over wide 
expanses. The slopes approaching Birreencorragh from 
Skerdagh are the standard yellow-green colour of degraded 
ground, a combination of mat grass (Nardus stricta), deer 
sedge (Trichophorum cespitosum), purple moor grass (Molinia 
caerulea), and various species of sphagnum moss. The rich 
brown tone of heather is in places confined to inaccessible 
slopes and gullies, or to privately owned areas that have been 
fenced off by landowners. On the badlands of overgrazed 
terrain, hares and red grouse are rarities, and these two species 
are a vital ingredient in the diet of golden eagles, especially as 
live prey for young eagles during the breeding season.

All this is a result of the explosion in sheep numbers 
during the 1990s under the European Union’s Common 
Agricultural Policy. In 1992, the national ewe flock peaked 
at 4.8 million, not far off double the current number. By the 
end of that decade, the deterioration of the western uplands 
was so severe that the European Court of Justice examined 
the situation and eventually, in 2002, condemned Ireland 
for ‘allowing serious deterioration of wild-bird habitats to 
occur through overstocking by sheep’. In 2004, the European 
Commission decided to pursue infringement proceedings 
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against Ireland for nine breaches of environmental law. 
The situation was especially severe in remoter parts of the 
west, and the Commission’s case against Ireland focussed 
in particular on the plight of red grouse in the Owenduff/
Nephin Beg Special Protection Area (SPA) in north Mayo, 
just a few minutes west of Birreencorragh as the eagle flies.

With the full machinery of EU sanctions ranged against 
it, the Irish government was forced to act, and in 2006 the 
National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) reached an 
agreement with farmers in the SPA: sheep would be removed 
during November and December, and again from mid-
February until mid-May. This was a first step in reversing a 
situation that had stripped many upland areas of Mayo of 
its vegetation; in the worst affected areas, overgrazing and 
trampling had transformed entire hillsides into dreary wastes 
of exposed peat. 

With a high level of compliance by farmers, the NPWS 
was subsequently able to show that the process had been 
arrested, vegetation was recovering, and the population of red 
grouse had increased. A major field survey of red grouse in 
the Owenduff/Nephin Beg area in 2012 reported a doubling 
of numbers to between 790 and 832 birds, compared with a 
population low, in 2002, of 362 to 426 individuals.15 By then, 
the Commission had decided to close its case against Ireland 
over breaches of EU habitats legislation.

In recent years, there has been some lifting of restrictions 
in areas of Mayo where habitat has recovered, but in much of 
Mayo’s eagle country, the walker still meets the desolation of 
overgrazing. The national park area in the northern part of 
the Nephin Beg mountains is one where the NPWS has most 
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control, and you can count on meeting a few grouse on an 
average day’s excursion; but to the south of the range grazing 
controls are still in place because the ground is ‘knackered’, as 
one ranger put it to me.

The desertification of the Irish uplands makes any sound of 
life special: that day there were a few, distinct in the stillness: 
the lonely bleating of a lamb, the song of skylarks, the call of 
a cuckoo. The summit of the Reek was now clear of cloud.

When I reached the 340-metre point, there was a sudden 
vista to the north: scree on the slopes of Glendorragha, a deep 
glen right under the main summit, embraced by two ridges, 
one of which I was climbing, and crags on the western slopes 
of Mount Eagle. Farther out to my right, the Paul Henry 
massif of Nephin formed a sublime horizon, a kind of blue-
grey essence of distance, a single tone of dark colour. To the 
west, Buckoogh presented a substantial cliff in the coum 
overlooking Lough Nambrackkeagh. The Skerdagh river 
below me was a silver vein twisting over the valley floor.

Then I saw a shape on the horizon above, resolving itself 
into two walkers, and I felt that I had lost my fantasy of 
solitude and discovery. (The Irish Times had just conducted 
a poll to find the wildest county in Ireland, and by far the 
biggest vote went to Mayo, so finding others on this mountain 
was hardly surprising.)

As I rested at 450 metres, there were veils of cloud drapery 
over the peaks to the north-west; the vast stone ridges of 
Glennamong divided the wide catchment of the Owenduff 
river in Erris from Clew Bay to the south. In these perspectives, 
there seemed to be more mountain than lowland, dwarfing 
the plain where we spent most of our time.
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After about 500 metres elevation, the ground became truly 
montane: boulders were covered in a military-green moss, 
with rusty leaves of bilberry coming through. There were 
signs of ferocious exposure; rocks seemed to be melting away, 
leaving the quartz bands in relief. Long scree falls draped the 
great bowl of Glendorragha to my right, and a chocolate-
brown colour on the upper slopes suggested heather cover for 
grouse, but there were no cliffs or crags that looked suitable 
for an eyrie.

I set off along the dorsal spine of the ridge, following an old 
boundary line of stones between the first and second of three 
cairns. The ground was nearly level along the top of the ridge 
at about 550 metres, with the rocky cone of Birreencorragh 
ahead. Then I came across large peat hags where the peat was 
up to two metres deep, exposed at the sides. The green turf-
tops were like the crests of waves breaking over the peat slopes. 
In places, the peat resembled the front of a glacier creeping 
across the ridge. And in one spot, the vegetation cover had 
gone completely, leaving a shallow barrow of peat framed by 
a margin of silvery rock fragments between it and the sward, 
like an Andy Goldsworthy or Richard Long creation. Plenty 
of flies were about in the lee of these banks, allowing the 
meadow pipit to scratch a living. His thin ‘sip’ at the silence 
was the only sound.

A rectangular dip in the ground had filled with water and 
lime-green sphagnum. Following all the dry weather, the 
water had reduced, so that the green quilt of moss was sunk 
a little into the rectangular trench, as if someone had thrown 
a fabric over the trench to cover it. The result was a pleasing 
unity of colour and form. 


